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PROVA ORALE DEL 12/09/2022

Quesiti non estratti:

3A. Imagine you are asked to prepare a large group (70-100+) of students on a degree-course run in English language medium (eg. Tourism Management or Medicine) for their mandatory B1 (internal exam) screening. You have approx. 50 hours. Can you talk about some of your considerations regarding lesson planning & classroom management?

3B. Tell us about the technical hardware and software you would use to maximise student engagement for both online and face-to-face English Language “lessons”: imagine your students are voluntarily preparing for an international certification & follow a course of 50-60 hours. They are mainly postgraduate students aiming to apply for jobs in the near future.

4A. Why is monitoring important in the language classroom? How do you do it? Think about both distance/online and face-to-face/classroom teaching.

4B. Tell us about the technical hardware and software you would use to maximise student engagement for both online & face-to-face English Language “lessons”: imagine your students are voluntarily preparing for international certification, and follow a course of 50-60 hours. They have been organised into roughly homogeneous groups regarding language level, but come from a variety of courses and university year groups.
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